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OILSANDS ROTARY MUSIC FESTIVAL  
 

LOCAL RULES 

The Rules Governing Local Festivals are listed in the Provincial Syllabus.  It is the 
responsibility of the teacher and the entrant to be aware of the festival regulations.  If you 
have any questions regarding the rules and/or entry procedures, please contact the Festival 
Office at 743-3150 (email: oilsandsrotarymusicfest@telus.net).  If you have to withdraw from 
any class, please inform the Festival as early as possible. 

Local Rules Specific to Entries 

1. Incomplete or illegible entry forms will be rejected.  (Entries may be rejected for 
other reasons.) 

2. Each entry must include the festival class number.  Do not enter the school class 
name or grade unless it is the school classroom entering. 

3. Entry into the wrong class or an incomplete entry form will result in disqualification or 
performance for adjudication only will be allowed.  The Festival Committee will 
attempt to ensure that entries are completed and entrants are placed in the 
appropriate classes but the onus is on the teacher and/or the entrant to enter 
correctly. 

4. All entries must state the title and author or composer of selection.  

Exception: Band. 

5. No substitutions of titles may be made after the entry deadline. 

6. Participants intending to perform an Own Choice Selection that has adult content 
MUST indicate this on their entry form in order to facilitate scheduling. 

Local Rules Specific to Competition 

1. In all classes, an original published edition of the selection must be provided 

for the adjudicator.  Photocopies will not be accepted unless written 

permission from the publisher is provided.  See Syllabus Rules.  Failure to provide an 
original published edition of the selection will result in disqualification.  Exception:  
Music Composition classes in which a hand-written or computer printout is allowed. 

2. Competitors must be at the venue 15 minutes before the start time of the class.  
Late arrivals will perform last in the class and for adjudication only.   (Note:  
this means no sticker, no awards, and no consideration for provincials for the class.)  

3. Some local added classes do not qualify a performer for advancement to the 
Provincial Festival.  The onus is on the teacher and/or the entrant to enter 
correctly.   

4. In order to be recommended to the Provincial Competition a solo selection must be 

performed from memory in the local Oilsands Rotary Music Festival. 

5. Warm-up, practice, or rehearsal may not take place in the performance room during 
festival.  This will result in disqualification. 

6. Entrants are advised to check the ”Tentative Schedule” before entering the 

Festival to avoid potential conflicts with other events. Re-scheduling in most instances, 
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will not be allowed.  Exception: When unpredictable events or opportunities arise 

involving the competitor, re-scheduling may be allowed at the discretion of the 

Oilsands Rotary Music Festival Committee. 

7. The age of a competitor is established as of December 31, 2016. 
 

Local Rules Specific to Awards, Scholarships & Bursaries 

 
1. A Scholarship is a monetary award of $100 or more.  Awards are up to $99. 

 
2. A Bursary is awarded for the educational development of a deserving participant in 

his/her discipline. 
 

3. To be eligible for an award a performer must enter at least two solo classes using 

the same instrument. To be eligible for a Scholarship or a Music or Theatre Camp 

Bursary, a performer must enter at least three solo classes using the same 

instrument. EXCEPTION:  Musical Theatre, Light Opera, and Music Composition (as per 
Provincial Rules).  NOTE:  Entry into solo classes requiring more than one selection 
(e.g. Recital or Concert Classes) counts as one entry only.   

4. The age limit in selecting solo scholarship and award winners is age 28. Scholarships 
are not available to solo performers over the age of 28 in accordance with Provincial 
Festival age requirements.  Exception:  Community group entries. 

 
5. Awards, scholarships, or bursaries can only be given to the residents of the Regional 

Municipality of Wood Buffalo. 

6. In order to win a Major Scholarship, which is granted to a best performer in a grade or 
age category except Music Composition, an entrant’s age must not exceed 28 years as 
of December 31st preceding the festival. 

7. An entrant may obtain more than one award in any given discipline. 

8. If an Adjudicator feels a need to recognize a deserving entrant and there are not 
enough specified awards, the Oilsands Rotary Music Festival Committee can establish 
additional scholarships. 

 
9. If the Adjudicator deems no one deserving a specific award, scholarship or bursary, 

then none will be awarded. 
 

10. Some disciplines will have a Showcase performance at the end of the competition.  The 
Adjudicator selects the performers who will be notified by e-mail* to come to perform. 
Showcase performers may or may not be award recipients. Likewise, award 
recipients may or may not be showcase performers. *If you change your e-mail 
address between entry day and the Showcase, Grand Concert, and Awards 
Presentation, you must notify the festival office at oilsandsrotarymusicfest@telus.net 

11. All awards, scholarships, and bursaries are announced during the Awards Presentation.  
The Awards Presentation is open to the public and winners will be invited by e-mail to 
ensure they are present to accept their awards. 
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12. Grand Concert performers will only perform selections (pieces, movements, sections) 
chosen by the adjudicators.  Performers will be invited by e-mail. 

13. The adjudicators grant all awards and recommendations for the Provincial Competition.  
The adjudicators have absolute discretion in this regard and the Festival Committee 
is in no way responsible for their choices; nor does the Festival Committee have 
the right to overrule the adjudicator’s decisions.    

14. Music or Theatre Camp Bursaries: Students receiving a music camp bursary may 
substitute master classes, workshops or continuing study should a music camp in their 
discipline be unavailable.  The bursary is paid directly to the music camp/ 
sponsor/music instructor upon provision of proof of registration or reimbursed to parent 
upon proof of registration.  Please contact the office to make arrangements.  (Note:  
Most music camps have a minimum age requirement of 12 years old and/or minimum 
grade of music study of Gr. 5.) 

15. AMFA Provincial Festival Nominees will be informed of their nomination within  three 
business days of the close of the discipline. 

16. Private lessons in music and speech arts are a series of pre-arranged, regularly 
scheduled over time, one-on-one lessons, for which a fee is paid to the  presenter.  
Students taking private lessons may not enter school classes.  Exception:  School 
Musical Theatre Production Number Local Classes. 

17. Entry into non-competitive band and classes or for-adjudication-only does not qualify 

entrants for scholarships, major awards or advancement to the AMFA Provincial 
Festival. 

18. Funding: Application for financial assistance is available to fund a specific program.  In 
order to be considered, 

 A candidate must be studying formal music or drama in the Wood Buffalo 
region or be an Oilsands Rotary Music Festival alumnus studying elsewhere. 

 The project must fall within the rules of the funding grant.   

 Please contact the Festival Office at oilsandsrotarymusicfest@telus.net  for 
an application form and rules.    
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